A vector field X is called a star flow if every periodic orbit, of any vector field C 1 -close to X, is hyperbolic. It is known that the chain recurrence classes of a generic star flow X on a 3 or 4 manifold are either hyperbolic, or singular hyperbolic (see [MPP] for 3-manifolds and [GLW] on 4-manifolds).
Introduction

General setting and historical presentation
Considering the infinite diversity of the dynamical behaviors, it is natural to have a special interest on the robust properties that is, properties that are impossible to break by small perturbations of a system; in other words, a dynamical property is robust if its holds on a (non-empty) open set of diffeomorphisms or flows.
One important starting point of the dynamical systems as a mathematical field has been the characterization of the structural stability (i.e. systems whose topological dynamics are unchanged under small perturbations) by the hyperbolicity (i.e. a global structure expressed in terms of transversality and of uniform expansion and contraction). This characterization, first stated by the stability conjecture [PaSm] , was proven for diffeomorphisms in the C 1 topology by Robin and Robinson in [R1] , [R2] (hyperbolic systems are structurally stable) and Mañé [Ma2] (structurally stable systems are hyperbolic). The equivalent result for flows (also for the C 1 topology) leads to extra difficulties and was proven by [H2] .
We can see in this case how the robustness of the properties is related with the structure in the tangent space: in this case, a very strong robust property is related to a very strong uniform structure. However, hyperbolic systems are not dense in the set of diffeomorphisms or flows; instability and non-hyperbolicity may be robust. In order to describe a larger set of systems, one is lead to consider less rigid robust properties, and to try to characterize them by (weaker) structures that limit the effect of the small perturbations.
In this spirit there are several results for diffeomorphisms in the C 1 topology:
1. A system is robustly transitive if every C 1 -close system is transitive. [Ma] proves that robustly transitive surface diffeomorphisms are globally hyperbolic (i.e. are Anosov diffeomorphism). This is no more true in higher dimensions (see examples in [Sh, Ma1] ). [DPU, BDP] show that robustly transitive diffeomorphisms admits a structure called dominated splitting, and their finest dominated splitting is volume partially hyperbolic. This result extends to robustly transitive sets, and to robustly chain recurrent sets.
2. One says that a system is star if all periodic orbits are hyperbolic in a robust fashion: every periodic orbit of every C 1 -close system is hyperbolic. For a diffeomorphism, to be star is equivalent to be hyperbolic (an important step is done in [Ma] and has been completed in [H] ). Now, what is the situation of these results for flows? The dynamics of flows seems to be very related with the dynamics of diffeomorphisms. Even more, the dynamics of vector fields in dimension n looks like the one of diffeomorphisms in dimension n − 1. Several results can be translated from one setting to the other, for instance by considering the suspension. For example, [D] proved that robustly transitive flows on 3-manifolds are Anosov flows, generalizing Mañé's result for surface diffeomorphisms. However, there is a phenomenon which is really specific to vector fields: the existence of singularities (zero of the vector field) accumulated, in a robust way by regular recurrent orbits. Then, some of the previously mentioned results may fail to be translated to the flow setting.
The first example with this behavior has been indicated by Lorenz in [Lo] under numerical evidences. Then [GW] constructs a C 1 -open set of vector fields in a 3-manifold, having a topological transitive attractor containing periodic orbits (that are all hyperbolic) and one singularity. The examples in [GW] are known as the geometric Lorenz attractors.
The Lorenz attractor is also an example of a robustly non-hyperbolic star flow, showing that the result in [H] is no more true for flows. In dimension 3 the difficulties introduced by the robust coexistence of singularities and periodic orbits is now almost fully understood. In particular, Morales, Pacifico and Pujals (see [MPP] ) defined the notion of singular hyperbolicity, which requires some compatibility between the hyperbolicity of the singularity and the hyperbolicity of the regular orbits. They prove that, for C 1 -generic star flows on 3-manifolds, every chain recurrence class is singular hyperbolic. It was conjectured in [GWZ] that the same result could hold without the generic assumption. However [BaMo] built a star flow on a 3-manifold having a chain recurrence class which is not singular hyperbolic, contradicting the conjecture. We exhibit a very simple such example in Section 7.
In higher dimension we are far from understanding the relation between robust properties and hyperbolic structures for singular flows. There are very little examples, illustrating what are the possibilities. Let us mention [BLY] which build a flow having a robustly chain recurrent attractor containing saddles of different indices.
In this paper we propose a general way for extending the usual notions of hyperbolicity (hyperbolicity, partial hyperbolicity, volume hyperbolicity, etc..) which are well defined on compact invariant sets far from the singularities, to the case of regular recurrent orbits accumulating singularities. In particular, we will propose a notion of (multi)singular hyperbolicity which generalizes the ones already defined, and we will illustrate the power of this notion by paying a special attention to star flows.
There are already many results on the hyperbolic structure of the star flows, in dimensions larger than 3. The notion of singular hyperbolicity defined by [MPP] in dimension 3 admits a straightforward generalization in higher dimension: each chain recurrence class admits a dominated, partially hyperbolic splitting in two bundles, one being uniformly contracted (resp. expanded) and the other is sectionally area expanded (resp. sectionally area contracted). Far from the singular points, the singular hyperbolicity is equivalent to the hyperbolicity, as the direction spanned by the vector field is neither contracted nor expanded: the uniform area expansion means the uniform expansion of the normal directions.
If the chain recurrence set of a vector field X can be covered by filtrating sets U i in which the maximal invariant set Λ i is singular hyperbolic, then X is a star flow. Conversely, [GLW] and [GWZ] prove that this property characterizes the generic star flows on 4-manifolds. In [GSW] the authors prove the singular hyperbolicity of generic star flows in any dimensions assuming an extra property: if two singularities are in the same chain recurrence class then they must have the same s-index (dimension of the stable manifold). Indeed, the singular hyperbolicity implies directly this extra property.
However, in [dL] , it is announced that the an example of a star flow in dimension 5 admitting singularities of different indices which belong robustly to the same chain recurrence class. This example cannot satisfy the singular hyperbolicity used in [GSW] .
The example in [dL] can be done in such a way that it does not admit any dominated splitting of the tangent space for the flow: therefore the hyperbolic structure we will defined does not lie on the tangent bundle. By itself, this fact is not a surprise: many hyperbolic structures for flow are not expressed in terms of the differential of the flow, but on its transverse structure (called the linear Poincaré flow ). For instance, there exists a robustly transitive flow without dominated splitting, but its linear Poincaré flow needs to carry a dominated volume partially hyperbolic splitting. However the linear Poincaré flow is only defined far from the singularities, and therefore it cannot be used directly for understanding our example.
In [GLW] , the authors define the notion of extended linear Poincaré flow defined on some sort of blow-up of the singularities. Our notion of multisingular hyperbolicity will be expressed as the hyperbolicity of a well chosen reparametrization of this extended linear Poincaré flow, over a well chosen extension of the chain recurrence set.
Theorem 4 proves that this multisingular hyperbolicity characterizes the star flows in any dimensions: the multi-singular hyperbolic flows are star flows, and an open and dense subset of the star flows consists in multi-singular hyperbolic flows. We notice that the example in Section 7 as well as the ones in [BaMo] are multisingular hyperbolic.
The multisingular hyperbolicity is a way of making compatible the hyperbolic structure of the regular orbits with the one of the singularities. The same idea holds for weaker (uniform) forms of hyperbolicity. In this paper we show that the notions of dominated splitting, partial hyperbolicity, volume partial hyperbolicity (. . . ) can be adapted for singular flows by multiplying the extended linear Poincaré flow by some well chosen cocycles. This will define the corresponding (multi)singular structures.
Rough presentation of our results on star flows
Just this once, the main result of this paper is the statement of a definition. We want to exhibit a definition of hyperbolicity which allows two singularities σ 1 , σ 2 of different indices to be robustly in the same chain recurrent class C, as such example as been announced in [dL] .
The extended linear Poincaré flow
We deal with a vector field whose flow does not preserve any dominated splitting. As said before, it is natural to look for the hyperbolic structure on the normal bundle by considering the linear Poincaré flow (see the precise definition in Section 3.1).
However, as we deal with singular flows, the linear Poincaré flow is not defined everywhere: it is not defined on the singularities. A way proposed by [GLW] for bypassing this difficulty is the so called extended linear Poincaré flow (see the precise definition in Section 3); we present it roughly below.
• The linear Poincaré flow is the natural linear cocycle over the flow, on the normal bundle to the flow. The dynamics on the fibers is the quotient of the derivative of the flow by the direction of the flow: this is possible as the direction of the flow is invariant.
• The vector field X provides an embedding of M \Sing(X) into the projective tangent bundle PM : to a point x one associates the line directed by X(x). Recall that one point L of PM corresponds to a line of the tangent space at a point of M . The flow φ t of X induces (by the action of its derivative Dφ t ) a topological flow φ t P on PM which extends the flow of X.
• The projective tangent bundle PM admits a natural bundle called the normal bundle N : the fiber over
The derivative of the flow Dφ t of X passes to the quotient on the normal bundle N in a linear cocycle over φ t P , called the extended linear Poincaré flow and denoted by ψ t N .
The extended maximal invariant set
The next difficulty is to define the set on which we would like to define an hyperbolic structure. We are interested in the dynamics of X in a compact region U on M , that is, to describe the maximal invariant set Λ(X, U ) in U . An important property is that the maximal invariant set depends upper-semi continuously on the vector field X. This property is fundamental in the fact that "having a hyperbolic structure" is a robust property.
Therefore we needs to consider a compact part of PM , as small as possible, such that
• it contains all the direction spanned by X(x) for x ∈ Λ(X, U ) \ Sing(X),
• it varies upper semi-continuously with X In Section 4.2 we define the notion of central space of a singular point σ ∈ U . Then we call extended maximal invariant set and we denote by B(X, U ) ⊂ PM the set of all the lines L contained
• either in the central space of a singular point inŪ
• or directed by the vector X(x) at a regular point x ∈ Λ(X, U ) \ Sing(X).
Proposition 20 proves that B(X, U ) varies upper semi-continuously with the vector field X.
In particular, the existence of a dominated splitting N L = E L ⊕ F L of the normal bundle N over B(X, U ) is a robust property.
The usual singular hyperbolicity
The usual notion of singular hyperbolicity consists in a dominated splitting of the flow on the maximal invariant set, so that one bundle is uniformly contracted and the other is uniformly sectionally area expanded. One can reformulate it in term of the extended linear Poincaré flow ψ t N as follows: the cocycle ψ t N admits a dominated splitting E ⊕ ≺ F over B(X, U ) so that
• E is uniformly contracted by ψ Then the reparametrized linear Poincaré flow expands uniformly the vectors in F .
The singular hyperbolicity is not symmetric: one reparametrize the extended linear Poincaré flow only on one bundle of the dominated splitting.
The multisingular hyperbolicity
In our situation, the extended linear Poincaré flow ψ t N admits a dominated splitting E ⊕ ≺ F over B(X, U ), and the singular set Sing(X) ∩ U is divided in two sets:
• the set S E of singular points whose stable space has the same dimension as the bundle E,
• and the set S F of singular points whose unstable space has the same dimension as the bundle F .
We want:
• to reparametrize the cocycle ψ t N in restriction to E L by the expansion in the direction L if and only if the line L is based at a point close to S E ;
• to reparametrize the cocycle ψ t N in restriction to F L by the expansion in the direction L if and only if the line L is based at a point close to S F . This leads to a difficulty: the reparametrizing function needs to satisfying a cocycle relation.
In Section 5.1, we prove that there is a cocycle {h t E } t∈R , called a center-stable cocycle so that: L) are uniformly bounded (independently of t), if L is based on a point x so that x and φ t (x) are out of a small neighborhood of S E , where φ t denotes the flow of X;
is in a bounded ratio with the expansion of φ t in the direction L, if L is based at a point x so that x and φ t (x) are out of a small neighborhood of S F .
• h t E depends continuously on X.
Analogously we get the notion of center-unstable cocycles {h t F } by exchanging the roles of S E and S F in the properties above.
We are now ready to define our notion of multisingular hyperbolicity.
Definition 1. Let X be a C 1 -vector field on a closed manifold M . Let U be a compact set. We say that X is multisingular hyperbolic in U if:
• the extended linear Poincaré flow admits a dominated splitting E ⊕F over the extended maximal invariant set B(U, X).
• every singular point in U is hyperbolic.
• the set of singular points in U is the disjoint union S E ∪ S F where the stable space of the points in S E has the same dimension as the bundle E and the unstable space of the points in S F has the same dimension has the bundle F Using the upper semi-continuous dependence of the set B(U, X) on X, and of the continuous dependence of the center-stable and center unstable cocycles h F and h E on X, one proves Proposition 1. The multisingular hyperbolicity of X in U is a C 1 -robust property.
Remark 2. If all the singular points in U have the same index, that is, if S E or S F is empty, then the multisingular hyperbolicity is the same notion as the singular hyperbolicity.
Star flows and multisingular hyperbolicity
We are now ready to state our results Theorem 3. If X is multisingular in U then X is a star flow on U : more precisely, for any vector field Y C 1 -close enough from X any periodic orbit contained in U is hyperbolic.
This follows from the robustness of the multisingular hyperbolicity and the fact that it induces the usual hyperbolic structure on the periodic orbits.
We only get the converse for generic star flows:
Theorem 4. There is a C 1 -open and dense subset U of X 1 (M ) so that is X ∈ U is a star flow then the chain recurrent set R(X) is contained in the union of finitely many pairwise disjoint filtrating regions in which X is multisingular hyperbolic.
The proof of Theorem 4 follows closely the proof in [GSW] that star flows with only singular points of the same index are singular hyperbolic. Question 1. Can we remove the generic assumption, at least in dimension 3, in Theorem 4? In other word, is it true that, given any star X flow (for instance on a 3-manifold) every chain recurrence class of X is multisingular hyperbolic?
2 Basic definitions and preliminaries
Chain recurrent set
The following notions and theorems are due to Conley [Co] and they can be found in several other references (for example [AN] ).
• We say that pair of sequences { x i } 0≤i≤k and { t i } 0≤i≤k−1 , k ≥ 1, are an ε-pseudo orbit from x 0 to x k for a flow φ, if for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 one has
• A compact invariant set Λ is called chain transitive if there for any ε > 0, for any x, y ∈ Λ there is an ε-pseudo orbit from x to y.
• We say that x ∈ M is chain recurrent if for every ε > 0, there is an ε-pseudo orbit from x to x. We call the set of chain recurrent points, the Chain recurrent set and we note it R(M ).
• We say that x, y ∈ R(M ) are chain related if, for every ε > 0, there are ε-pseudo orbits form x to y and from y to x. This is an equivalence relation. The equivalent classes of this equivalence relation are called chain recurrence classes. • An attracting region (also called trapping region by some authors) is a compact set U so that φ t (U ) is contained in the interior of U for every t > 0. The maximal invariant set in an attracting region is called an attracting set. A repelling region is an attracting region for −X, and the maximal invariant set is called a repeller.
• A filtrating region is the intersection of an attracting region with a repelling region.
• Let C be a chain recurrent class of M for the flow φ. A filtrating neighborhood of C is a (compact) neighborhood which is a filtrating region. 
Next result is called the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems by some authors:
Theorem 5 (Conley [Co] ). Let X be a C 1 vector field on a compact manifold M . Then its flow {φ t } admits a complete Lyapunov function.
Next corollary will be often used in this paper:
Corollary 6. Let φ be a C 1 -vector field on a compact manifold M . Every chain class C of X admits a basis of filtrating neighborhoods, that is, every neighborhood of C contains a filtrating neighborhood of C.
Linear cocycle
Let φ = {φ t } t∈R be a topological flow on a compact metric space K. A linear cocycle over (K, φ) is a continuous map A t : E × R → E defined by
) is a continuous map that satisfies the cocycle relation :
, for anyx ∈ K and t, s ∈ R Note that A = {A t } t∈R is a flow on the space E which projects on φ t .
and we call the restriction of A to Λ the restriction of {A t } to π −1 (Λ).
Hyperbolicity, dominated splitting on linear cocycles
Definition 4. Let φ be a topological flow on a compact metric space Λ. We consider a vector bundle π : E → Λ and a linear cocycle A = {A t } over (Λ, X). We say that A admits a dominated splitting over Λ if
for all i ∈ {1 . . . k}, • there exists a t > 0 such that for every x ∈ Λ and any pair of non vanishing vectors v ∈ E i x and u ∈ E j x , i < j one has
We denote
A classical result (see for instance [BDV, Appendix B] ) asserts that the bundles of a dominated splitting are always continuous. A given cocycle may admit several dominated splittings. However, the dominated splitting is unique if one prescribes the dimensions dim(E i ). Associated to the dominated splitting we define a family of cone fields C iu a around each space E i ⊕ · · · ⊕ E k as follows. Let us write the vectors
These are called the family of unstable conefields and the domination gives us that they are strictly invariant for times larger than t: i.e. the cone C iu a at T x M is taken by A t to the interior of the cone C iu a at T φ t x M . Analogously we define the stable family of conefields C is a around E 1 ⊕· · ·⊕E i and the domination gives us that they are strictly invariant for negative times smaller than −t.
One says that one of the bundle E i is (uniformly) contracting (resp. expanding) if there is t > 0 so that for every x ∈ Λ and every non vanishing vector u ∈ E i x one has
2 ). In both cases one says that E i is hyperbolic.
Notice that is E j is contracting (resp. expanding) then the same holds for any E i , i < j (reps. j < i) as a consequence of the domination.
Definition 5. We say that the linear cocycle A is hyperbolic over Λ if there is a dominated splitting E = E s ⊕ ≺ E u over Λ into 2 hyperbolic subbundles so that E s is uniformly contracting and E u is uniformly expanding. One says that E s is the stable bundle, and E u is the unstable bundle.
The existence of a dominated splitting or of a hyperbolic splitting is an open property in the following sense, Proposition 7. Let K be a compact metric space, π : E → K be a d-dimensional vector bundle, and A be a linear cocycle over K. Let Λ 0 be a φ-invariant compact set. Assume that the restriction of A to Λ 0 admits a dominated splitting
Then there is a compact neighborhood U of Λ 0 with the following property. Let Λ = t∈R φ t (U ) be the maximal invariant set of φ in U . Then the dominated splitting admits a unique extension as a 2t-dominated splitting over Λ. Furthermore if one of the subbundle E i is hyperbolic over Λ 0 it is still hyperbolic over Λ.
As a consequence, if A is hyperbolic over Λ 0 then (up to shrink U if necessary) it is also hyperbolic over Λ.
Robustness of hyperbolic structures
The aim of this section is to explain that Proposition 7 can be seen as a robustness property.
Let M be a manifold and φ n be a sequence of flows tending to φ 0 as n → +∞, in the C 0 -topology on compact subsets: for any compact set K ⊂ M and any T > 0, the restriction of φ
Let Λ n be compact φ n -invariant subsets of M , and assume that the upper limit of the Λ n for the Hausdorff topology is contained in Λ 0 : more precisely, any neighborhood of Λ 0 contains all but finitely many of the Λ n . Let us present another way to see this property:
Consider the subset
With this notation, the upper limit of the Λ n is contained in Λ 0 if and only if Λ ∞ is a compact subset. Let π : E → M be a vector bundle. We denote E ∞ = E × I the vector bundle π ∞ : E × I → M × I. We denote by E ∞ | Λ∞ the restriction of E ∞ on the compact subset Λ ∞ .
Assume now that A n are linear cocycles over the restriction of E to Λ n . We denote by A ∞ the map defined on the restriction E ∞ | Λ∞ by:
Definition 6. With the notation above, we say that the family of cocycles A n tends to A 0 as n → ∞ if the map A ∞ is continuous, and therefore is a linear cocycle.
As a consequence of Proposition 7 we get:
Corollary 8. Let π : E → M be a linear cocycle over a manifold M and let φ n be a sequence of flows on M converging to φ 0 as n → ∞. Let Λ n be a sequence of φ n -invariant compact subsets so that the upper limit of the Λ n , as n → ∞, is contained in Λ 0 . Let A n be a sequence of linear cocycles over φ n defined on the restriction of E to Λ n . Assume that A n tend to A 0 as n → ∞.
Assume that A 0 admits a dominated splitting
Then, for any n large enough, A n admits a dominated splitting with the same number of sub-bundles and the same dimensions of the sub-bundles. Furthermore, if E i was hyperbolic (contracting or expanding) over Λ 0 it is still hyperbolic (contracting or expanding, respectively) for A n over Λ n .
The proof just consist in applying Proposition 7 to a neighborhood of Λ 0 ×{0} in Λ ∞ .
Reparametrized cocyles, and hyperbolic structures
Let A = {A t (x)} and B = {B t (x)} be two linear cocycles on the same linear bundle π : E → Λ and over the same flow φ t on a compact invariant set Λ of a manifold M . We say that B is a reparametrization of A if there is a continuous map h = {h t } : Λ × R → (0, +∞) so that for every x ∈ Λ and t ∈ R one has
The reparametrizing map h t satisfies the cocycle relation
and is called a cocycle.
One easily check the following lemma:
Lemma 9. Let A be a linear cocycle and B be a reparametrization of A. Then any dominated splitting for A is a dominated splitting for B.
Remark 10.
• If h t is a cocycle, then for any α ∈ R the power (h
α is a cocycle.
• If f t and g t are cocycles then
A cocycle h t is called a coboundary if there is a continuous function h : Λ → (0, +∞) so that
A coboundary cocycle in uniformly bounded. t be a linear cocycle, and h = h t be a cocycle which is bounded. Then A is uniformly contracted (resp. expanded) if and only if the reparametrized cocycle B = h · A is uniformly contracted (resp. expanded).
As a consequence one gets that the hyperbolicity of a reparametrized cocycle only depends on the cohomology class of the reparametrizing cocycle:
Corollary 13. if g and h are cohomological then g · A is hyperbolic if and only if h · A is hyperbolic.
3 The extended linear Poincaré flow
The linear Poincaré flow
Let X be a C 1 vector field on a compact manifold M . We denote by φ t the flow of X.
Definition 7. The normal bundle of X is the vector sub-bundle N X over M \ Sing(X) defined as follows: the fiber N X (x) of x ∈ M \ Sing(X) is the quotient space of T x M by the vector line R.X(x).
Note that, if M is endowed with a Riemannian metric, then N X (x) is canonically identified with the orthogonal space of X(x):
where the vertical arrow are the canonical projection of the tangent space to the normal space parallel to X. Proposition 14. Let X be a C 1 vector field on a manifold and Λ be a compact invariant set of X. Assume that Λ does not contained any singularity of X. Then Λ is hyperbolic if and only if the linear Poincaré flow over Λ is hyperbolic.
Notice that the notion of dominated splitting for non-singular flow is sometimes better expressed in term of Linear Poincaré flow: for instance, the linear Poincaré flow of a robustly transitive vector field always admits a dominated splitting, when the flow by itself may not admit any dominated splitting. See for instance the suspension of the example in [BV] .
The extended linear Poincaré flow
We are dealing with singular flows and the linear Poincaré flow is not defined on the singularity of the vector field X. However we can extend the linear Poincaré to a flow, as in [GLW] , on a larger set, and for which the singularities of X do not play a specific role. We call this the extended linear Poincaré flow.
This flow will be a linear co-cycle define on some linear bundle over a manifold, that we define now.
• We call the projective tangent bundle of M , and denote by Π P : PM → M , the fiber bundle whose fiber P x is the projective space of the tangent space
• We call the tautological bundle of PM , and we denote by Π T : T M → PM , the 1-dimensional vector bundle over PM whose fiber T L , L ∈ PM , is the the line L itself.
• We call normal bundle of PM and we denote by Π N : N → PM , the
If we endow M with riemannian metric, then N L is identified with the orthogonal hyperplane of L in T x M .
Let X be a C r vector field on a compact manifold M , and φ t its flow. The natural actions of the derivative of φ t on PM , T M and N define C r−1 flows on these manifolds. More precisely, for any t ∈ R,
• We denote by φ
• We denote by φ L) which is the restriction of Dφ t to the line T L .
• We denote by ψ L) . Therefore it passe to the quotient in the announced linear automorphism.
Note that φ t P , t ∈ R defines a flow on P M which is a co-cycle over φ t whose action on the fibers is by projective maps.
The one-parameter families φ t T and ψ t N define flows on T M and N , respectively, are linear co-cycles over φ t P . We call φ t T the tautological flow, and we call ψ t N the extended linear Poncaré flow. We can summarize by the following diagrams:
Remark 15. The extended linear Poincaré flow is really an extension of the linear Poincaré flow defined in the previous section; more precisely: Let S X : M \ Sing(X) → PM be the section of the projective bundle defined as S X (x) is the line X(x) ∈ P x generated by X(x).Then
• the fibers N X (x) and N S X (x) are canonically identified and
) are equal (under the identification of the fibers)
Maximal invariant set and lifted maximal invariant set
Let X be a vector field on a manifold M and U ⊂ M be a compact subset. The maximal invariant set Λ = Λ U of X in U is the intersection
We say that a compact X-invariant set K is locally maximal if there exist an open neighborhood U of K so that X = Λ U .
Definition 9. We call lifted maximal invariant set in U , and we denote by Λ P,U ⊂ PM (or simply Λ P if one may omit the dependence on U ), the closure of the set of lines X(x) for regular x ∈ Λ U :
where S X : M \ Sing(X) → PM is the section defined by X.
Next remark is very useful for getting robust properties:
Remark 16. Let U be a compact subset of M .
• The maximal invariant set Λ X,U depends upper semi-continuously on X: if Y is close to X then Λ Y,U is contained in a arbitrarily small neighborhood of Λ X,U .
• If X has no singularities in U (that is Sing(X) ∩ U = ∅), then the lifted maximal invariant set Λ U,P (Y ) depends upper-semi continuously on the vector field Y in a small neighborhood of X: for Y close to X the intersection Sing(Y )∩U is empty and Λ U,P (Y ) is just the image S Y (Λ Y,U ), and S Y depends continuously on Y . Therefore, the semi-continuity of Λ U,P (Y ) is a straightforward consequence of the one of Λ Y,U .
• One difficulty that we need to deal with when one considers the lifted maximal invariant set for flows with singularities is that it does no longer depends semi-continuously on the flow, in general.
4 The extended maximal invariant set 4.1 Strong stable, strong unstable and center spaces associated to a hyperbolic singularity.
Let X be a vector field and σ ∈ Sing(X) be a hyperbolic singular point of X.
l be the corresponding (finest) dominated splitting over σ.
A subspace F of T σ M is called a center subspace if it is of one of the possible form below:
A subspace of T σ M is called a strong stable space, and we denote it E ss i (σ), is there in i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that:
A classical result from hyperbolic dynamics asserts that for any i there is a unique injectively immersed manifold W ss i (σ), called a strong stable manifold tangent at E ss i (σ) and invariant by the flow of X. We define analogously the strong unstable spaces E uu j (σ) and the strong unstable manifolds W uu j (σ) for j = 1, . . . , l.
The lifted maximal invariant set and the singular points
Let U be a compact region, and X a vector field. Let σ ∈ Sing(X) ∩ U be a hyperbolic singularity of X contained in U . We are interested on Λ P,U (X) ∩ P σ . More precisely the aim of this section is to add to the lifted maximal invariant set Λ P,U , some set over the singular points in order to recover some upper semicontinuity properties.
We define the escaping stable space E ss σ,U as the biggest strong stable space E ss j (σ) such that the corresponding strong stable manifold W ss j (σ) is escaping, that is: Λ X,U ∩ W ss j (σ) = {σ}. We define the escaping unstable space analogously. We define the central space E c σ,U of σ in U the center space such that
Lemma 17. Let U be a compact region and X a vector field whose singular points are hyperbolic. Then, for any σ ∈ Sing(X) ∩ U , one has :
Proof. Suppose (arguing by contradiction) that L ∈ Λ P,U ∩ P ss σ,U . This means that there exist a sequence x n ∈ Λ X,U \ Sing(X) converging to σ, such that L xn converge to L, where L xn is the line RX(x n ) ∈ P xn .
We fix a small neighborhood V of σ endowed with local coordinates so that the vector field is very close to its linear part in these coordinates: in particular, there is a small cone C ss ⊂ V around W ss σ,U so that the complement of this cone is strictly invariant in the following sense: the positive orbit of a point out of C ss remains out of C ss until it leaves V . For n large enough the points x n belong to V . As RX(x n ) tend to L, this implies that the point x n , for n large, are contained in the cone C ss . In particular, the point x n cannot belong to W u (σ). Therefore they admits negative iterates y n = φ −tn (x n ) with the following property.
•
Up to consider a subsequence one may assume that the point y n converge to a point y, and one easily check that the point y belongs to W s (σ)\σ. Furthermore all the points y n belong to Λ X,U so that y ∈ Λ X,U .
We conclude the proof by showing that y belongs to W ss σ,U , which is a contradiction with the definition of the escaping strong stable manifold W ss σ,U . If y / ∈ W ss σ,U then it positive orbit arrive to σ tangentially to the weaker stable spaces: in particular, there is t > 0 so that φ t (y) does not belong to the cone C ss .
Consider n large, in particular t n is larger than t and φ t (y n ) is so close to y that φ t (y n ) does not belong to C ss : this contradict the fact that x n = φ tn (y n ) belongs to C ss . We have proved Λ P,U ∩ P ss σ,U = ∅; the proof that Λ P,U ∩ P uu σ,U is empty is analogous.
As a consequence we get the following characterization of the central space of σ in U :
Lemma 18. The central space E c σ,U is the smallest center space containing Λ P,U ∩ P σ .
Proof. The proof that E c σ,U contains Λ P,U ∩ P σ is very similar to the end of the proof of Lemma 17 and we just sketch it: by definition of the strong escaping manifolds, they admit an neighborhood of a fundamental domain which is disjoint from the maximal invariant set. This implies that any point in Λ X,U close to σ is contained out of arbitrarily large cones around the escaping strong direction. Therefore the vector X at these points is almost tangent to E c σ,U . Assume now for instance that:
is the escaping strong stable manifold, and
• Λ P,U ∩ P σ is contained in the smaller center space
We will show that the strong stable manifold W Proof. We will make only the proof for the escaping strong stable space, as the proof for the escaping strong unstable space is identical.
As σ is contained in the interior of U , there is δ > 0 and a C 1 -neighborhood U of X so that, for any Y ∈ U, one has:
• σ has a hyperbolic continuation σ Y for Y ;
• the finest dominated splitting of σ X for X has a continuation for σ Y which is a dominated splitting (but maybe not the finest);
• the local stable manifold of size δ of σ Y in contained in U and depends continuously on Y
• for any strong stable space E ss (σ) the corresponding local strong stable manifold W ss (σ Y )varies continuously with Y ∈ U.
Let denote E ss denote the escaping strong stable space of σ and W ss δ (σ) be the corresponding local strong stable manifold. We fix a sphere S X embedded in the interior of W ss δ (σ), transverse to X and cutting every orbit in W ss δ (σ)\σ. By definition of escaping strong stable manifold, for every x ∈ S X there is t(x) > 0 so that φ t(x) (x) is not contained in U . As S X is compact and the complement of U is open, there is a finite family t i , i = 0, . . . , k, an open covering V 0 , . . . , V k and a C 1 -neighborhood U 1 of X so that, for every x ∈ U i and every Y ∈ U 1 the point φ ti Y (x) does not belong to U . For Y in a smaller neighborhood U 2 of X, the union of the V i cover a sphere
is contained in the escaping strong stable manifold of σ Y , proving the lower semi continuity.
The extended maximal invariant set
We are now able to define the subset of PM which extends the lifted maximal invariant set and depends upper-semicontinuously on X.
Definition 10. Let U be a compact region and X a vector field whose singular points are hyperbolic. Then the set
is called the extended maximal invariant set of X in U Proposition 20. Let U be a compact region and X a vector field whose singular points are hyperbolic. Then the extended maximal invariant set B(X, U ) of X in U is a compact subset of PM , invariant under the flow φ t P . Furthermore, the map X → B(X, U ) depends upper semi-continuously on X.
Proof. First notice that the singular points of Y in U consists in finitely many hyperbolic singularities varying continuously with Y in a neighborhood of X. The extended maximal invariant set is compact as being the union of finitely many compact sets.
Let Y n be a sequence of vector fields tending to X in the C 1 -topology, and let (x n , L n ) ∈ B(Y n , U ). Up to considering a subsequence we may assume that (x n , L n ) tends to a point (x, L) ∈ PM and we need to prove that (x, L) belongs to B(X, U ).
First assume that x / ∈ Sing(X). Then, for n large, x n is not a singular point for Y n so that L n =< Y n (x n ) > and therefore L =< X(x) > belongs to B(X, U ), concluding.
Thus we may assume x = σ ∈ Sing(X). First notice that, if for infinitely many n, x n is a singularitie of Y n then L n belongs to P c σ Yn ,U . As P c σ Y ,U varies upper semi-continuously with Y , we conclude that L belongs to P c σ X ,U , concluding.
So we may assume that x n / ∈ Sing(Y n ). We fix a neighborhood V of σ endowed with coordinates, so that X (and therefore Y n for large n) is very close to its linear part in V . Let S X ⊂ W s loc (σ) be a sphere transverse to X and cutting every orbit in W s loc (σ) \ {σ}, and let W be a small neighborhood of S X .
First assume that, for infinitely many n, the point x n does not belong
There is a sequence t n > 0 with the following property:
Yn (x n ) ∈ W • t n tends to +∞ as n → ∞.
Up to considering a subsequence, one may assume that the points y n = phi
−tn
Yn (x n ) tend to a point y ∈ W s (σ).
Claim. The point y does not belong to W ss σ,U . Proof. By definition of the escaping strong stable manyfold, for every y ∈ W ss σ,U there is t so that φ t (y) / ∈ U ; thus φ t Yn (y n ) do not belong to U for y n close enough to y; in particular y n / ∈ Λ Yn,U .
Thus y do not belong to W ss σ,U . Choosing T > 0 large enough, one gets that the line < X(z) >, z = φ T (y), is almost tangent to E cu = E c σ,U ⊕ E uu σ,U . As a consequence, for n large, one gets that < Y n (z n ) >, where z n = φ T Yn (y n ), is almost tangent to the continuation E cu n of E c for σ n , Y n . As x n = φ tn−T Yn (y n ) , and as t n − T → +∞, the dominated splitting implies that L n =< Y n (x n ) > is almost tangent to E cu n . This shows that L belongs to E cu . Notice that this also holds if x n belong to the unstable manifold of σ Yn .
Arguing analogously we get that L belongs to
5 Multisingular hyperbolicity
Reparametrizing cocycle associated to a singular point
Let X be a C 1 vector field, φ t its flows, and σ be a hyperbolic zero of X. We denote by Λ X ⊂ PM the union
It can be shone easily that this set is upper semi-continuous, as in the case of B(X, U ) (see 20 )
Lemma 21. Λ X is a compact subset of PM invariant under the flow φ t P , and the map X → Λ X is upper semi-continuous. Finally, if the zeros of X are hyperbolic then, for any compact regions one has B(X, U ) ⊂ Λ X .
Let U σ be a compact neighborhood of σ on which σ is the maximal invariant. Let V σ be a compact neighborhood of Zero(X) \ {σ} so that V σ ∩ U σ = ∅. We fix a (C 1 ) Riemmann metric . on M so that
Consider the map h :
, defined as follows:
where u is a vector in L.
Note that the case in which x is not the singularity and x ∈ U σ can be written as in the last item by taking u = X(x). Proof. The continuity of h comes from the continuity of the norm and the fact that the neighborhoods U and V do not intersect. Now we aim to show that h verifies the cocycle relation :
Lemma 23. The cohomology class of a cocycle h defined as above, is independent from the choice of the metric . and of the neighborhoods U σ and V σ .
Proof. Let . and . be two different metrics and 2 different sets of neighborhoods of σ and Zero(X) \ {σ} such that:
• V σ ∩ U σ = ∅.
• V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ and V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ .
We define h as above for the metric . and h as above for the metric . . We define a function g :
Claim. The function g : B(X, U ) → (0, +∞) defined above is continuous Proof. Since V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ and V σ ∩ U σ = ∅, the contituity in the boundary of V ∪ V comes from the fact that . and . are 1 out of U ∪ U . Also since V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ and V σ ∩ U σ = ∅, The continuity of the norms . and . , and the fact that they are 1 out of U ∪ U , gives us the continuity in the boundary of U ∪ U .
The following claim will show us that the functions h and h differ in a coboundary defined as g
.
Claim. The functions h and h are such that
Proof.
• For the metric . and L ∈ PT x M with x / ∈ U σ ∪ U σ and
Now in order to finish the proof we need to show that assuming the condition that the norms where such that V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ and V σ ∩ U σ = ∅ does not make us loose generality. For this, suppose we started with any other norm . and that there exist 2 neighborhood such that.
• X(x) = 1 for all x ∈ M \ (U σ ∪ V σ ).
Let us choose a smaller neighborhood V σ ⊂ V σ . This satisfies V σ ∩ U σ = ∅. Analogously U σ ⊂ U σ will satisfy V σ ∩ U σ = ∅. Now if we choose this neighborhoods V and U as small as we want, and a norm norm . such that X(x) = 1 for all x ∈ M \ (U σ ∪ V σ ). the claims above implies that the corresponding h and h differ in a coboundary. Therefore h can be chosen so that h and h differ in a coboundary.
We denote by [h(X, σ)] the cohomology class of any cocycle defined as h above.
Lemma 24. Consider a vector field X and a hyperbolic zero σ of X. Then there is a C 1 -neighborhood U of X so that σ has a well defined hyperbolic continuation σ Y for Y in U and for any Y ∈ U there is a map h Y : Λ Y × R → (0, +∞) so that
for every t ∈ R; furthermore this convergence is uniform in t ∈ [−1, 1].
Proof. The manifold M is endowed with a Riemmann metric . . We fix the neighborhoods U σ and V σ for X and U is a C 1 -neighborhood of X so that σ Y is the maximal invariant set for Y in U σ and Zero(Y ) \ {σ Y } is contained in the interior of V σ . Up to shrink U if necessary, we also assume that there are compact neigborhoodsŨ σ of σ Y contained in the interior of U σ andṼ σ of Zero(Y ) \ {σ Y } contained in the interior of V σ .
We fix a continuous function ξ :
For any Y ∈ U we consider the map η Y : M → (0, +∞) defined by
This map is a priori not defined on Zero(Y ) but extends by continuity on y ∈ Zero(Y ) by η Y (y) = 1, and is continous. This maps depends continuously on Y . Now we consider the metric
Now h Y is the cocycle built at lemma 23 for U σ , V σ and . Y .
Notice that, according to Remark 11, if σ 1 , . . . , σ k are hyperbolic zeros of X the homology class of the product cocycle h t σ1 · · · h t σ k is well defined, and admits representatives varying continuously with the flow.
We are now ready for defining our notion of multisingular hyperbolicity.
Definition of multisingular hyperbolicity
Definition 11. Let X be a C 1 -vector field on a compact manifold and let U be a compact region. One says that X is multisingular hyperbolic on U if 1. Every zero of X in U is hyperbolic. We denote S = Zero(X) ∩ U .
The restriction of the extended linear Poincaré flow {ψ
3. There is a subset S E ⊂ S so that the reparametrized cocycle h t E ψ t N is uniformly contracted in restriction to the bundles E over B(X, U ) where
4. There is a subset S F ⊂ S so that the reparametrized cocycle h t F ψ t N is uniformly expanded in restriction to the bundles F over B(X, U ) where
Remark 25. The subsets S E and S F are not necessarily uniquely defined, leading to several notions of multisingular hyperbolicity. We can also modify slightly this definition allowing to consider the product of power of the h σ . In that casẽ h E would be on the form
where α E (σ) ∈ R.
Our first main result is now
Theorem 26. Let X be a C 1 -vector field on a compact manifold M and let U ⊂ M be a compact region. Assume that X is multisingular hyperbolic on U . Then X is a star flow on U , that is, there is a C 1 -neighborhood U of X so that every periodic orbit contained in U of a vector field Y ∈ U is hyperbolic. Furthermore Y ∈ U is multisingular hyperbolic in U .
Proof. Recall that the extended maximal invariant set B(Y, U ) varies upper semicontinuously with Y for the C 1 -topology . Therefore, according to Proposition 7 there is a C 1 -neighborhood U 0 of X so that, for every Y ∈ U 0 the extended linear Poincré flow ψ t N ,Y admits a dominated splitting E ⊕ < F over B(Y, U ), whose dimensions are independent of Y and whose bundles vary continuously with Y . Now let S E and S F be the sets of singular point of X in the definition of singular hyperbolicity. Now Lemma 24 allows us to choose two families of cocycles h t E,Y and h t F,Y depending continuously on Y in a small neighborhood U 1 of X and which belongs to the product of the cohomology class of cocycles associated to the singularities in S E and S F , respectively. Thus the linear cocycles
, over B(Y, U ) varies continuously with Y in U 1 , and is uniformly contracted for X. Thus, it is uniformly contracted for Y in a C 1 -neighborhood of X. One shows in the same way that
is uniformly expanded for Y in a small neighborhood of X.
We just prove that there is a neighborhood U of X so that Y ∈ U is multisingular hyperbolic in U .
Consider a (regular) periodic orbit γ of Y ant let π be its period. Just by construction of the cocycles h E and h F , one check that
One deduces that the linear Poincaré flow is uniformly hyperbolic along γ so that γ is hyperbolic, ending the proof.
The multisingular hyperbolic structures over a singular point
The aim of this section is next proposition Proposition 27. Let X be a C 1 -vector field on a compact manifold and U ⊂ M a compact region. Assume that X is multisingular hyperbolic in U and let i denote the dimension of the stable bundle of the reparametrized extended linear Poincaré flow. let σ be a zero of X. Then
• either at least one entire invariant (stable or unstable) manifold of σ is escaping from U .
• or σ is Lorenz like, more precisely -either the stable index is i + 1, the center space E c σ,U contains exactly
-or the stable index is i, the center space E c σ,U contains exactly one
Note that in the first case of this proposition the class of the singularity must be trivial. If it was not, the regular orbits of the class that accumulate on σ, entering U , would accumulate on an orbit of the stable manifold. Therefore the stable manifold could not be completely escaping. The same reasoning holds for the unstable manifold.
Let
u be the finest dominated splitting of the flow over σ. For the proof, we will assume, in the rest of the section that the class of σ is not trivial, and therefore we are not in the first case of our previous proposition. In other word, we assume that there are a > 0,
. We assume that X is multisingular hyperbolic of s-index i and we denote by E ⊕ < F the corresponding dominated splitting of the extended linear Poincaré flow over B(X, U ).
Lemma 28. et X be a C 1 -vector field on a compact manifold and U ⊂ M a compact region. Assume that X is multisingular hyperbolic in U and let i denote the dimension of the stable bundle of the reparametrized extended linear Poincaré flow.
let σ be a zero of X. Then with the notation above,
e. the dimension of E is smaller or equal than the dimension of the biggest stable escaping space).
e. the dimension of F is smaller or equal than the dimension of the biggest unstable escaping space). 
and there are times r n , s n tending to +∞ so that
Claim 29. Given any T > 0 there is n and there are vectors u n of the normal space N L−n to L −n so that the expansion of u n by ψ T N is larger that 1 2 times the minimum expansion in F (L −n ) and the contraction of the vector ψ
The existence of such vectors u n contradicts the domination E ⊕ < F ending the proof.
According to Lemma 28 we now assume that i ≤ dimE
(the other case is analogous, changing X by −X). As a consequence the bundle F is not uniformly expanded on P c σ,U for the extended linear Poincaré flow. As it is expanded by the reparametrized flow, this implies σ ∈ S F .
Consider now L ∈ E s a . Then ψ t N in restriction to the projection of E c σ,U on N L consists in multiplying the natural action of the derivative by the exponential contraction along L. As it is included in F , the multisingular hyperbolicity implies that it is a uniform expansion: this means that
• L is the unique contracting direction in E s σ,U : in other words, a = 1 and dimE s − a = 1.
• the contraction along a is less than the expansion in the E u j , j > 1. In other words E c σ,U is sectionally expanding.
For ending the proof of the Proposition 27, it remains to check the s-index of σ:
u so that the s-index of σ is i + 1, ending the proof.
6 The multisingular hyperbolicity is a necessary condition for star flows: Proof of theorem 4
The aim of this section is to prove Lemma 31 below:
Lemma 31. Let X be a generic star vector field on M . Consider a chainrecurrent class C of X. Then there is a filtrating neighborhod U of C so that the extended maximal invariant set B(X, U ) is multisingular hyperbolic.
Notice that, as the multisingularity of B(X, U ) is a robust property, Lemma 31 implies Theorem 4.
As already mentioned, the proof of Lemma 31 consists essentially in recovering the results in [GSW] and adjusting few of them to the new setting. So we start by recalling several of the results from or used in [GSW] .
To start we state the following properties of star flows: Ma2] ). For any star vector field X on a closed manifold M , there is a C 1 neighborhood U of X and numbers η > 0 and T > 0 such that, for any periodic orbit γ of a vector field Y ∈ U and any integer m > 0, let N = N s ⊕ N u be the stable-unstable splitting of the normal bundle N for the linear Poincaré flow ψ Y t then:
• Domination: For every x ∈ γ and t ≥ T , one has
• Uniform hyperbolicity at the period: at the period If the period π(γ) is larger than T then, for every x ∈ γ, one has:
and
Here min(A) is the mini-norm of A, i.e., min(A) = A −1 −1 .
Now we need some generic properties for flows:
-open set of star flows of M such that, for every X ∈ G, one has:
• Every critical element (zero or periodic orbit) of X is hyperbolic and therefore admits a well defined continuation in a C 1 -neighborhood of X.
• For every critical element p of X, the Chain Recurrent Class C(p) is continuous at X in the Hausdorff topology;
• If p and q are two critical elements of X, such that C(p) = C(q) then there is a C 1 neighborhood U of X such that the chain recurrent class of p and q still coincide for every Y ∈ U
• For any nontrivial chain recurrent class C of X, there exists a sequence of periodic orbits Q n such that Q n tends to C in the Hausdorff topology.
Lemma 34 (lemma 4.2 in [GSW] ). Let X be a star flow in M and σ ∈ Sing(X).
Assume that the Lyapunov exponents of φ t (σ) are
. If the chain recurrence classC(σ) of σ, is nontrivial, then:
• if λ s−1 = λ s , then λ s + λ s+1 < 0.
• if λ s+1 = λ s+2 , λ s + λ s+1 > 0.
• if λ s−1 = λ s and λ s+1 = λ s+2 , then λ s + λ s+1 = 0.
We say that a singularity σ in the conditions of the previous lema is Lorenz like of index s and we define the saddle value of a singularity as the value
Consider a Lorenz like singularity σ, then:
• if sv(σ) > 0, we consider the splitting
where (using the notations of Lemma 34) the space G ss σ corresponds to the Lyapunov exponents λ 1 to λ s−1 , and G cu σ corresponds to the Lyapunov exponents λ s , . . . , λ d .
• if sv(σ) < 0, we consider the splitting
where the space G cs σ corresponds to the Lyapunov exponents λ 1 to λ s+1 , and G uu σ corresponds to the Lyapunov exponents λ s+2 , . . . , λ d .
Corollary 35. Let X be a vector field and σ be a Lorenz-like singularity of X and let h σ : Λ X × R → (0, +∞) be a cocyle in the cohomology class [h σ ] defined in Section 5.1.
1. First assume that Ind(σ) = s + 1 and sv(σ) > 0. Then the restriction of ψ N over PG
• E is uniformly contracting for ψ N • F is uniformly expanding for the reparametrized extended linear Poincaré flow h σ · ψ N .
2. Assume now that Ind(σ) = s and sv(σ) < 0. One gets a dominated splitting
Proof. We only consider the first case Ind(σ) = s + 1 and sv(σ) > 0, the other is analogous and can be deduced by reversing the time.
We consider the restriction of ψ N over PG cu σ , that is, for point L ∈Λ X corresponding to lines contained in G cu σ . Therefore the normal space N L can be identified, up to a projection which is uniformly bounded, to the direct sum of G Now let us choose a unit vector u in F L , and consider L) . Then for any t > 0, one has
The extended linear Poincaré flow is obtained by projecting the image by the derivative of the flow on the normal bundle. Since the projection on the normal space does not increase the norm of the vectors, one gets
Putting together these inequalities one gets:
≤ KK e t(λs−1−λs) . Notice that, over the whole projective space P σ , the cocycle h σ,t (L) is the rate of expasion of the derivative of φ t in the direction of L. Therefore h σ · ψ N is defined as follows: consider a line D ⊂ N L . Then the expansion rate of the restriction of h σ ·ψ N to D is the expansion rate of the area on the plane spanned by L and D by the derivative of φ t .
This provides the domination as
The hypothesis λ s + λ s+1 > 0 implies that the derivative of φ t expands uniformly the area on the planes contained in G cu σ , concluding.
Lemma 36 ( Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 5.7 in [GSW] ). Let X be a C 1 generic star vector field and let σ ∈ Sing(X). Then there is a filtrating neighborhood U of C(σ) so that, for every two periodic points p, q ⊂ U ,
Furthermore, for any singularity σ in U ,
Lemma 37. There is a dense G δ set G in the set of star flows of M with the following properties: Let X be in G, let C be a chain recurrent class of X. Then there is a (small) filtrating neighborhood U of C so that the lifted maximal invariant set Λ(X, U ) of X in U has a dominated splitting N = E ⊕ ≺ F for the extended linear Poincaré flow, so that E extends the stable bundle for every periodic orbit γ contained in U .
Proof. According to Lemma 36, the class C admits a filtrating neighborhood U in which the periodic orbits are hyperbolic and with the same index. On the other hand, according to Lemma 33, every chain recurrence class in U is accumulated by periodic orbits. Since X is a star flow, Lemma 32 asserts that the normal bundle over the union of these periodic orbits admits a dominated splitting for the linear Poincaré flow, corresponding to their stable/unstable splitting. It follows that the union of the corresponding orbits in the lifted maximal invariant set have a dominated splitting for N . Since any dominated splitting defined on an invariant set extends to the closure of this set, we have a dominated splitting on the closure of the lifted periodic orbits, and hence on the whole Λ(X, U ).
Lemma 37 asserts that the lifted maximal invariant setΛ(X, U ) admits a dominated splitting. What we need now is extend this dominated splitting to the extended maximal invariant set
Now we need the following theorem to have more information on the projective center spaces P c σi,U . Lemma 38 ( lemma 4.7 in [GSW] ). Let X be a star flow in M and σ be a singularity of X such that C(σ) is nontrivial. Then :
• if sv(σ) > 0, one has:
where W ss (σ) is the strong stable manifold associated to the space G ss σ .
• if sv(σ) < 0, then:
where W uu (σ) is the strong unstable manifold associated to the space G uu σ .
Remark 39. Consider a vector field X and a hyperbolic singularity σ of X. Assume that W ss (σ) ∩ C(σ) = {σ} , for a strong stable manifold W ss (σ), where C(σ) is the chain recurrence class of σ.
Then there is a filtrating neighborhod U of C(σ) on which the strong stable manifold W ss (σ) is escaping from U (see the definition in Section 4.2).
Proof. Each orbit in W ss (σ) \ {σ} goes out some filtrating neighborhod of C(σ) and the nearby orbits go out of the same filtrating neighborhod. Notice that the space of orbits in W ss (σ) \ {σ} is compact, so that we can consider a finite cover of it by open sets for which the correponding orbits go out a same filtrating neighborhod of C(σ). The announced filtrating neighborhood is the intersection of these finitely many filtrating neighborhoods.
Remark 39 allows us to consider the escaping strong stable and strong unstable manifold of a singularity σ without refering to a specific filtrating neighborhood U of the class C(σ): these notions do not depend on U small enough. Thus the notion of the center space E c σ = E c (σ, U ) is also independent of U for U small enough. Thus we will denote
for U suficiently small neighborhood of the chain recurrence class C(σ).
Remark 40. Lemma 38 together with Remark 39 implies that:
Lemma 41. Let X be a generic star vector field on M . Consider a chain recurrent class C of X. Then there is a neighborhood U of C so that the extended maximal invariant set B(X, U ) has a dominated splitting for the extended linear Poincaré flow N B(X,U ) = E ⊕ ≺ F which extends the stable-unstable bundle defined on the lifted maximal invariant set Λ(X, U ).
Proof. The case where C is not singular is already done. According to Lemma 36 there an integer s and a neigborhood U of C so that every periodic orbit in U has index s and every singular point σ in U is Lorenz like, furthermore either its index is s and sv(σ) < 0 or σ has index s + 1 and sv(σ) > 0. According to Remark 40, one has:
By Corollary 35 and Lemma 37 each of this set admits a dominated splitting E ⊕ F for the extended linear Poincaré flow ψ N with dimE = s. The uniqueness of the dominated splittings for prescribed dimensions implies that these dominated splitting coincides on the intersections concluding.
We already proved the existence of a dominated splitting E ⊕ F , with dim(E) = s, for the extended linear Poincaré flow over B(X, U ) for a small filtrating neighborhood of C, where s is the index of any periodic orbit in U . It remains to show that the extended linear Poincaré flow admits a reparametrization which contracts uniformly the bundle E and a reparametrization which expands the bundle F .
Lemma 34 divides the set of singularities in 2 kinds of singularities, the ones with positive saddle value and the ones with negative saddle value. We denote S E := {x ∈ Zero(X) ∩ U such that sv(x) < 0} and,
Recall that Section 5.1 associated a cocycle h σ : Λ X → R, whose cohomology class is well defined, to every singular point σ.
Now we define
Now Lemma 31 and therefore Theorem 4 are a direct consequence of the next lemma:
Lemma 42. Let X be a generic star vector field on M . Consider a chain recurrent class C of X. Then there is a neighborhood U of C so that the extended maximal invariant set B(X, U ) is such that the normal space has a dominated splitting N B(X,U ) = E ⊕ ≺ F such that the space E (resp. F ) is uniformly contracting (resp. expanding) for the reparametrized extended linear Poincaré flow h
The proof uses the following theorem by Gan Shi and Wen, which describes the ergodic mesures for a star flow. Given a C 1 vector field X, an ergodic measure µ for the flow φ t , is said to be hyperbolic if either µ is supported on a hyperbolic singularity or µ has exactly one zero Lyapunov exponent, whose invariant subspace is spanned by X.
Theorem 43 (lemma 5.6 [GSW] ). Let X be a star flow. Any invariant ergodic measure µ of the flow φ t is a hyperbolic measure. Moreover, if µ is not the atomic measure on any singularity, then supp(µ) ∩ H(P ) = ∅, where P is a periodic orbit with the index of µ, i.e., the number of negative Lyapunov exponents of µ(with multiplicity). of lemma 42. We argue by contradiction, assuming that the bundle E is not uniformly contracting for h E · ψ t N over B(X, U ) for every filtrating neigborhood U of the class C.
One deduces the following claim:
Claim. LetC(σ) ⊂Λ(X) be the closure in PM of the lift of C(σ) \ Zero(X). Then, for every T > 0, there exists an ergodic invariant measure µ T whose support is contained in P c σ ∪C(σ) such that
Proof. For all U , there exist an ergodic measure µ T whose support is contained in B(X, U ) such that
But note that the class C, needs not to be a priori a maximal invariant set in a neighborhood U . We fix this by observing the fact that
for any U as small as we want and actually we can choose a sequence of neighborhoods { U n } n∈N such that U n → C and therefore
This defines a sequence of measures µ
and with supports converging to P c σ ∪C(σ). The resulting limit measure µ 0 T , whose support is contained in P c σ ∪C(σ), might not be hyperbolic but it is invariant. We can decompose it in sum of ergodic measures, and so if
There must exist an ergodic measure µ T , in the ergodic decomposition of µ
and the support of µ T is contained in P c σ ∪C(σ).
Recall that for generic star flows, every chain recurrence class in B(X, U ) is Hausdorff limit of periodic orbits of the same index and that satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 32. Let η > 0 and T 0 > 0 be given by Lemma 32. We consider an ergodic measure µ = µ T for some T > T 0 .
Claim. Let ν n be a measure supported on a periodic orbits γ n with period πγ n bigger than T , then log h
so it suffices to prove the claim for a given h T σi . For every x in γ by the cocycle condition in lemma 22 we have that
The norm of the vector field restricted to γ is bounded, and therefore h (mπ(γ)/T )−1 σi (x) is bounded for m ∈ N going to infinity. Then this is also true for h T E . Since ν n is an ergodic measure, we have that
Claim. There is a singular point σ i so that µ is supported on P c σi . Proof. Suppose that µ weights 0 on σi∈Zero(X) P c σi . then µ projects on M on an ergodic measure ν supported on the class C(σ) and such that ut weights 0 in the singularities, for which
Recall that ψ T is the linear Poincaré flow, and h T E can be defined as a function of x ∈ M instead of as a function of L ∈ PM outside of an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the singularities.
However, as X is generic, the ergodic closing lemma implies that ν is the weak * -limit of measures ν n supported on periodic orbits γ n which converge for the Hausdorff distance to the support of ν. Therefore, for n large enough, the γ n are contained in a small filtrating neighborhood of C(σ) therefore satisfy
The map log h T E .ψ T | E is not continuous. Nevertheless, it is uniformly bounded and the unique discontinuity points are the singularities of X. These singularities have (by assumption) weight 0 for ν and thus admit neighborhoods with arbitrarily small weight. Out of such a neighborhood the map is continuous. One deduces that
and therefore is strictly negative, contradicting the assumption. This contradiction proves the claim.
On the other hand, Corollary 35 asserts that h E · ψ N contracts uniformly the bundle E
• over the projective space PG cs σi , for σ i with sv(σ i ) < 0 : note that, in this case, σ i ∈ S E so that h E coincides with h σi on PG cs σi ;
• over PG cu σi for σ i with sv(σ i ) > 0: note that, in this case σ i / ∈ S E so that h t E is constant equal to 1 on PG cu σi × R.
Recall that P c σi is contained in PG cs σi (resp. PG cu σi ) if sv(σ i ) < 0 (resp. sv(σ i ) > 0). One deduces that there is T 1 > 0 and ε > 0 so that
Therefore the measures µ T , for T > sup T 0 , T 1 cannot be supported on P c σi , leading to a contradiction.
The expansion for F is proved analogously. And this finishes the proof of Lemma 42 and therefore the proof of Lemma 31 and Theorem 4.
A multisingular hyperbolic set in R 3
This section will be dedicated to the building a chain recurrence class in M 3 containing 2 singularities of different indexes, that will be multisingular hyperbolic. However this will not be a robust class, and the singularities will not be robustly related. Other examples of this kind are exhibited in [BaMo] . A robust example is announced in [dL] this example is built in a 5-dimensional manifold, since the results in [MPP] and [GLW] show us that in dimension 3 and 4 the star flows are, open and densely, singular hyperbolic. This structure forbids the coexistence of singularities of different indexes in the same class.
We add this example all the same since it illustrates de situation in the simplest way we could.
Theorem 44. There exists a vector fields X in S 2 × S 1 with an isolated chain recurrent class Λ such that :
• There are 2 singularities in Λ. They are Lorenz like and of different index.
• a cycle between the singularities. The cycle and the singularities are the only other orbits in Λ .
• The set Λ is multisingular hyperbolic.
To begin with the proof of the theorem, let us start with the construction of a vector field X, that we will later that it has the properties of the Theorem.
We consider a vector field in S 2 having:
• A source f 0 such that the basins of repulsion of f 0 is a disc bounded by a cycle Γ formed by the unstable manifold of a saddle s 0 and a sink σ 0 . • We require that the tangent at σ 0 splits into 2 spaces, one having a stronger contraction than the other.
Note that the unstable manifold of s 0 , is formed by two orbits. This two orbits have their ω-limit in σ 0 , and as they approach σ 0 , they become tangent to the weak stable direction, (see figure 7) . Now we consider S 2 embedded in S 3 , and we define a vectorfield X 0 in S 3 that is normally hyperbolic at S 2 , in fact we have S 2 times a strong contraction, and 2 extra sinks that we call ω 0 and P 0 completing the dynamics (see figure  7) .
Note that σ 0 is now a saddle and the weaker contraction at σ 0 is weaker than the expansion. So σ 0 is lorenz like. Now we remove a neighborhood of f 0 and P 0 . The resulting manifold is diffeomorphic to S 2 ×[−1, 1] and the vector field X 0 will be entering at S 2 ×{ 1 } and outing at S 2 × { −1 } (see figure 7 ). Now we consider an other copy of S 2 × [−1, 1] with a vector field X 1 that is the reverse time of X 0 . Therefore X 1 has a saddle called σ 1 that has a strong expansion, a weaker expansion and a contraction, and is lorenz like. It also has a sink called α 1 a source called ω 1 and saddle called s 1 .
The vector field X 1 is outing at S 2 × { 1 } and entering at S 2 × { −1 }. We can now paste X 1 and X 0 along their boundaries (S 2 × { −1 } with S 2 × { −1 } and the other two). Since both vector fields are transversal to the boundaries we can obtain a C 1 vector field X in the resulting manifold that is diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 1 . We do not paste S 2 × { −1 } with S 2 × { −1 } by the identity but with a rotation so that w u (α 0 ) ∩ S 2 × { −1 } We require as well that
We will later require an extra condition on this gluing map, which is a generic condition, and that will guarantee the multisingular hyperbolicity.
To glue S 2 ×{ 1 } with S 2 ×{ 1 }, let us first observe that w s (α o )∩ S 2 × { 1 } is a circle that we will call C 0 . We can also define the corresponding C 1 . We paste S 2 × { 1 } with S 2 × { 1 }, mapping C 0 to cut transversally C 1 . Note that the resulting vector field X has a cycle between two lorenz like singularities σ 0 and σ 1 . Lemma 45. The vector field X defined above is such that the cycle and the singularities are the only chain recurrent points.
Proof.
• All the recurrent orbits by X 0 in S 3 are the singularities. Once we remove the neighborhoods of the 2 singularities obtaining the manifold with boundary S 2 × [−1, 1], the only other orbits with hopes of being recurrent need to cut the boundaries.
• The points in S 2 ×{ −1 } that are not in w u (α 0 ) c are wondering since they are mapped to the stable manifold of the sink α 1
• The points in w u (α 0 ) that are not in w u (α 0 ) are in w u (s 0 ) or in w u (σ 0 ).
• The points in S 2 × { −1 } ∩ w u (s 0 ) are mapped to the stable manifold of α 1 . As a conclusion, the only point in S 2 × { −1 } whose orbit could be recurrent is the one in S 2 × { −1 } ∩ w u (σ 0 )
. Let us now look at the points in S 2 × { 1 }. There is a circle C 0 , corresponding to w s (σ 0 ) ∩ S 2 × { 1 } that divides S 2 × { 1 } in 2 components. one of this components is the basin of the sink ω 0 and the other is what used to be the basin of P 0 . So we have the following options:
• The points that are in the basin of the sink ω 0 are not chain recurrent.
• The points that are in what used to be the basin of P 0 are either mapped into the basin of ω 1 or are sent to what used to be the basin of P 1 . Note that this points cross S 2 × { −1 } for the past, and since they are not in the stable manifold of σ 1 they are wondering.
• Some points in C 0 will be mapped to the basin of ω 1 , others to what used to be the basin of P 1 , and others to C 1 . In the two first cases those points are wondering Figure 9 : Pasting S 2 × { 1 } with S 2 × { 1 }.
As a conclusion,
• The only recurrent orbits that cross S 2 × { 1 }, are in the intersection of C 0 withC 1 .
• The only recurrent orbits that cross S 2 × { −1 }, are in the intersection of w u (σ 0 ) with w s (σ 1 ).
• The only recurrent orbits that do not cross the boundaries of S 2 × [−1, 1] are singularities. This proves our lemma.
For the lorenz singularity σ 0 of X which is of positive saddle value and such that T σ0 M = E ss ⊕ E s ⊕ E uu , we define B σ0 ⊂ PM as
For the lorenz singularity σ 1 of X which is of positive saddle value and such that T σ1 M = E ss ⊕ E u ⊕ E uu , we define B σ1 ⊂ PM as
Let a, b and c be points that are one in each of the 3 regular orbits forming the cycle between the two singularities of X. We call a to the one such that the α-limit of a is σ 0 . We define 
Proof. The 2 orbits of strong stable manifold of σ 0 go by construction to α 0 for the past. Therefore it is escaping. The fact that there is a cycle tells us that there are no other escaping directions, therefore the center space is formed by the weak stable and the unstable spaces. By definition B σ0 = P c σ0 . Analogously we see that B σ1 = P c σ1 . Since the cycle formed by the orbits of a, b and c and the saddles σ 0 and σ 1 is an isolated chain recurrence class, we can chose U small enough so that this chain-class is the maximal invariant set in U . This proves our proposition.
Lemma 47. We can choose a vector field X defined above is Multisingular hyperbolic in U .
Proof. The reparametrized linear Poincaré flow is Hyperbolic in restriction to the bundle over B σ0 ∪ B σ1 and of index one. We consider the set B σ0 ∪ B σ1 ∪ O(L a ).
The strong stable space at σ 0 is the stable space for the reparametrized linear Poincaré flow. There is a well defined stable space in the linearized neighborhood of σ 0 and since the stable space is invariant for the future, there is a one dimensional stable flag that extends along the orbit of a. We can reason analogously with the strong unstable manifold of σ 1 and conclude that there is an unstable flag extending through the orbit of a, and they intersect transversally.This is because this condition is open and dense in the possible gluing maps of S 2 × { −1 } to S 2 × { −1 } , with the properties mentioned above. Therefore the set B σ0 ∪ B σ1 ∪ O(L a ) is hyperbolic for the reparametrized linear Poincaré flow.
Analogously we prove that L c ) is hyperbolic for the reparametrized linear Poincaré flow, and since from proposition 46 there exist a U such that,
Then X is Multisingular hyperbolic in U .
The example in [BaMo] consists on two singular hyperbolic sets(negatively and positively) H − and H + of different indexes, and wondering orbits going from one to the other. Since they are singular hyperbolic H − and H + are multisingular hyperbolic sets of the same index. Moreover, the stable and unstable flags (for the reparametrized linear Poincare flow ) along the orbits joining H − and H + intersect transversally. This is also true for H − .
With all this ingredients we can prove (In a similar way as we just did with the more simple example above ) that the chain recurrence class containing H − and H + in [BaMo] is multisingular hyperbolic, while it was shone by the authors that it is not singular hyperbolic.
